We study the effect of titled magnetic axis in a slowly rotating magnetar. We present our problem in a GR framework and solve it using a perturbative approach. We assume that the magnetar's rotational speed is small and had neglected rotational distortion. We consider a strong poloidal magnetic field in the star which imparts considerable distortion along the magnetic axis. The frame dragging due to the rotation of such a magnetar arises both from the θ and φ direction. We solve the Einstein equation up to 1st order perturbation in rotation and second-order perturbation in the magnetic field to obtain the equation of motion. Solving the equation of motion, we find the geodesic of a particle near the surface of the star, and we find that the path of the particle bends southwards due to the θ contribution. The bending of the path of the particle depends both on the magnetic field strength and also on the extent of misalignment of the magnetic and rotational axis. 
I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of GW170817 [1] has opened the door of multimessenger astronomy, especially in connection with neutron stars (NS). The theory of neutron stars was first proposed by Baade and Zwiky [2] . Soon after this neutron stars were observationally connected with pulsars [3] . Pulsars are nothing but rotating NS, emitting out electromagnetic rays (mostly in the radio and x-ray bands) from their magnetic poles. They were first observed as sharp, intense, fast and very regular pulses of radio wave coming from great distances. The pulse period ranges from a few milliseconds to seconds. The origin of the electromagnetic pulses is attributed to the acceleration of NS particles and their emergence from the magnetic poles of the NS. The magnetic field outside the star is of poloidal shape, and as the radiation comes out, they are channelized to narrow beams along the magnetic axis. However, as the signals from pulsars are in the form of pulses the body axis (rotating axis) and the magnetic axis are tilted to each other. Only this tilt of axis can result in the sweeping of beams of light and has a lighthouse effect. If the magnetic axis is pointed towards the earth, it sweeps earth at regular intervals, and we observe pulses from pulsars. As energy is continuously drained out from the star through the magnetic poles eventually the stars slow down and the pulsar's pulse rate changes over time. However, this change is prolonged.
Therefore both rotation and magnetic field play an essential role in the formation and emission of electromagnetic pulses from NS. The magnetic field in NS are thought to be flux frozen and does not change with rotation. The rotating axis and the magnetic axis are inclined to each other. In most of the problems discussed in the literature across every field in connection to NS, the magnetic and rotation axis are taken to be aligned. For such a case the problem becomes easier to solve; however, we may deviate from reality and may miss some significant information. In ordinary NS this approximation can even be valid, as the magnetic field in such stars are such that it does not incorporate much change in the configuration of the star.
However, in the era of improved observational astrophysics detection of more than 1000 pulsars has changed the picture. Among the recently detected pulsars, some has shown very different behavior of their pulse period. They show irregular spin down rates, which can be attributed to the radiative precession and they wobble in their spin down rates. Few anamolous X-ray pulsars (AXPs) [4] [5] [6] along with some soft gamma repeaters [7] [8] [9] shows such type of behaviour. Measuring their pulse period over time yielded super-strong magnetic fields at their surfaces. The surface magnetic field are of the order of 10 15 − 10 16 G [10] [11] [12] . They are now termed separately as magnetars [13, 14] . Both the theoretical model of magnetars and observational AXPs and SGRs hints at free precession of isolated NS. This free precession is only possible if there is an electromagnetic torque. This torque is provided by the super-strong magnetic field (rotating magnetic dipole [15, 16] ) present in magnetars.
We also know that GW waves cannot be emitted by stationary axisymmetric stars, but can only be possible by magnetically deformed stars. Therefore, to have an exact knowledge of the GW emission from magnetars we should address the problem of the oblique rotator. In slowly rotating magnetars, the body axis is along the magnetic axis as the star is deformed due to the magnetic field. The rotating axis is inclined at an angle to the body axis and we have what is classically known as an oblique rotator. The dynamics of the oblique rotator is still not well understood and to address any problem of astrophysics of magnetars we need to study this problem in detail.
There had been little work of obliquely rotating magnetar before. The classical oblique rotator problem was addressed by Mestel and Thakar [17] . There they did a classical treatment related to a general oblique rotator which is connected to the main sequence star. Konno [18] address a similar problem where both rotation and magnetic field were present in the star; however, both the axis were aligned. Lander and Jones [19] did an oblique rotator problem for a magnetar, but they treated their problem classically. In this paper, we will address the problem of the oblique rotator in the general relativistic framework employing the perturbation technique. As most of the magnetars have a period in the second range (their rotational speed is not very fast), we will assume that the distortion due to rotation is not very significant. However, the distortion in the magnetic field is significant and what we have is an oblique rotator. In section II of this article, we first describe our system and clearly state our assumptions. In section III we obtain our equation of motion in the general relativistic framework employing perturbation technique. Section IV deals with the geodesic equations and the geodesic of particles near an obliquely rotating star. Finally, in section V we summarize our results and draw conclusion from them.
II. THE OBLIQUELY ROTATING STAR
Our main aim is to deal with a body that is rotating at an axis which doesn't coincide with any of its principal axis. This is the case of a rotating neutron star where the rotating axis and the magnetic axis of the star doesn't coincide figure 1(a).
We know that the rotation of the neutron star produces centrifugal bulge perpendicular to its axis of rotation. Similarly, there will be bulge due to the Lorentz force produced from the poloidal magnetic fields perpendicular to This setup is such that the rotational coordinates and magnetic coordinates share the same X-axis and the ZM is precessing around the ZR. As the distortion taken is purely due to the Lorentz force, the bulge is perpendicular to ZM and hence our system is axisymmetric about ZM . (b) The transition from the rotational frame (the actual frame) to the magnetic frame. If we set up our spherical coordinates around the magnetic axis instead of the rotation axis, our metric will become simpler and becomes easier to solve.
the magnetic axis. These two distortions can be quantified by the parameters
and
These parameters are ratio of rotational and magnetic energies upon gravitational energies (dimensionless parameters).
If the rotation and magnetic axis would have been aligned, then the two bulges would be in the same direction, and the star would lose its spherical symmetry but would retain axisymmetric shape. However, the figure 1(b) shows that, when there is misalignment, our system would lose its axisymmetric shape, due to bulging in two different directions.
To define our formalism, we make the following assumptions,
• The rotational frequencies is small enough as compared to the magnetic strength such that the distortion or the bulging occurs due to the magnetic field and is perpendicular to the axis. Hence we retain our axisymmetry. This is quantitatively written as:
• We will work in a coordinate system frame defined by the magnetic axis, and the rotation axis precess around it. This precession is due to the rotation of magnetic axis with frequency ω [19] , and is expressed as
and χ is the inclination angle between the two axes. However, we observe that in this frame, the rotation axis is already rotating along its own axis as well as precessing.
This setup helps in implementing the axisymmetry of the system with the coordinate system that we will choose eventually. These two assumptions can be seen below in figure 2(a) and figure 2(b) Here we have two sets of coordinate system, the rotational coordinate {X R , Y R , Z R } and the magnetic coordinate system {X M , Y M , Z M } where they share the same X-Axis. In our formalism, we will work in the M-coordinate frame as per our assumption.
A. Frame Dragging
Now because of such a setup, we can decompose the rotation axis vector Ω into two components, one along the body axis and other perpendicular to it, so that the total omega can be written as
as we can see in figure 3 . Now in the picture of general relativity, these two components of rotation should give rise to two frame dragging terms.
• α(r, θ) which is along the axisymmetry.
• β(r, θ) which is perpendicular to axisymmetry.
Here r = Z R and θ and φ are the angles shown in figure 3 . Both of the frame dragging terms will be a function of r and θ, because we still have our axisymmetry preserved. These two frame dragging terms can be seen as in figure 4 .
B. EoS
NS matter at the inner core is very dense, and they interact via the strong interaction. The degree of freedom at such densities is highly unpredictable and even disputed. Therefore, to begin with, we will assume that the degree FIG. 4. In the general relativistic framework, decomposition of rotational effect can be incorporated into the metric by adding two frame dragging terms, α(r, θ) along the φ direction and β(r, θ) along the θ direction, and thus the overall frame dragging for such a star will be a resultant of these two.
of freedom is mainly neutron, proton, electron and small fraction of baryons and leptons. The carriers of the nuclear force are assumed to be σ, ω, and ρ. In this calculation we choose PLZ [20] and NL3 [21, 22] parameter setting to describe the NM. The EoS is consistent with the recent astrophysical and nuclear constraint and can generate stars more massive than two solar mass. For the PLZ EoS, the radius of the star of mass 1.4 solar mass is about 12 km which is also consistent with more recent nuclear matter criterion. Our analysis does not depend on the microphysics of the EoS of the star, and qualitative results remain the same for any EoS (even for polytropic one). Therefore, we restrict our analysis with these two EoS only.
III. EQUATION OF MOTION IN GR FRAMEWORK
We start with a spherically symmetric non-magnetic static star whose metric is given by
In all our calculation from now, we will work in geometrized unit, that is G = c = 1. We add a poloidal magnetic field B of the order O( B ) which acts as a perturbation over this spherical star and will cause a bulge along the equator and contraction along the poles figure 1(b). However, we will still have axisymmetry φ → −φ preserved if we work in our chosen coordinate frame. The other symmetries are, time reversal t → −t and reflection symmetry along the plane perpendicular to the magnetic axis, such that the metric becomes
We then expand the unknown functions up to order O(
Now we also add rotation to this metric up to order O( Ω ) so that we have two frame dragging terms α and β. The α(r, θ) frame dragging takes place in the direction of φ while the β(r, θ) frame dragging takes place in the direction of θ. Thus the metric becomes:
In order to see the effect of rotations, we expand both α(r, θ) and
Here α 0 (r, θ) is the frame dragging frequency introduced by Hartle [23] , and the equation of motion is known. We understand that the EOM for α 0 doesn't include any source term, that is there is no effect of magnetic field. As the order of α 0 and β 0 is the same, β 0 will also not include any source term. Magnetic field contributions could only be seen in the order O( Ω 2 B ) and hence EOM for α 1 and β 1 will be necessary to see such effect. Finally the orders of all the unknown functions are
Now in order to decouple r and θ we expand these unknown functions in terms of Legendre Polynomial.
Substituting equation (15) − (21) in our metric (9) and putting P 0 (cos θ) = 1, our final metric line element becomes
We have two cross terms g tθ and g tφ in the metric. This two terms have the frame dragging velocities β and α respectively up to order O( Ω 2 B ). The metric elements having frame dragging terms with order higher than O( Ω 2 B ) are neglected. We can understand that the presence of a tθ term will be inherent when there is a misalignment. Hence we see that misalignment brings an added constraint to the symmetry of our system. However such a term will be weighted by a function f (χ)g tθ such that lim χ→0 f (χ) = 0. Here our simple choice of f (χ) ≡ sin χ. As we also want to see cases of χ = π 2 misalingment, where the rotation and magnetic axis are perpendicular to each other, we also weight our tφ term as g(χ)g tφ such that lim χ→0 g(χ) = 1 and hence choice of our g(χ) ≡ cos χ. Using this metric (22) we can calculate the christoffel symbols, the riemann tensor and finally the ricci tensor in order to calculate
A. Stress Energy Tensor
We calculate the stress energy tensor assuming perfect fluid inside the star, thus the matter part will be
where U µ = dx µ dτ are the four velocities of the fluid particles inside the star. Now we know that the proper time can be calculated by taking square root of the metric (22) 
Now in order to write this in terms of our known velocities of the rotating star, we write the proper time as,
We don't consider radial motions of the particles inside the star, thus velocities will be due to the two frame dragging along φ and along θ. This gives dr dt = 0, dφ dt = Ω cos χ and dθ dt = Ω sin χ. The four velocities can be calculated from (26) and is given by
U r = 0 (30) A nonzero U t , U φ and U θ will be present. The presence of U θ here shows misalignment. The pressure and density in the right hand side of Einstein's equation will also be expanded in terms of legendre polynomials,
We use a one-parameter equation of state in order to find a relation between p and (p = p( )) and observing that 02 and 22 are small changes in around 0 , using partial derivative we have, dp = ∂p ∂ d .
Thus we get
T M atter µν now can be calculated from (24). Due to the presence of magnetic field, we now have to include the stress energy tensor for magnetic field which is
where the electromagnetic field tensor is defined as
and A µ is the electromagnetic four potential. For a poloidal magnetic field
A t is the rotationally induced parameter due to the presence of poloidal magnetic field potential A φ . These can be again expanded in terms of Legendre Polynomials
A t (r, θ) = a t0 (r) + a t2 (r)P 2 (cos θ)
These two potentials satisfies the Maxwell equation given by
The order of the unknown functions are
Finally, we calculate the Einstein's Equation order wise
Our main aim is to find the Frame Dragging equation of motion that will be given by G tφ and G tθ .
B. Equation of Motion G tφ = T tφ
The EOM will be calculated order wise. The α EOM are
where (46) is the Hartle's frame dragging EOM which has no source term and hence no effect of magnetic field up to order O( Ω 2 B ). Thus up to this order, only equation (47) gives a contribution of the magnetic field to the rotation, which has been done previously [18] .
C. Equation of Motion G tθ = T tθ
The EOM for β frame dragging is •
where,
Here equation (51) is the same as (46) and has no contribution from magnetic field distortions. However EOM for β 1 has source terms, but we observe that rotationally induced magnetic field terms are absent here. The proper nature of such frame dragging terms can be seen after numerically solving this EOM for α and β and doing a comparative study.
Both of the frame dragging parameter α, and β has different nature of its evolution. Both of them has a maximum but they occur at different points inside the star and then start falling as the radius increases further. As we increase the magnetic field the plot flattens out and there is no maximum. Also for PLZ EoS, the fall of α, β starts from the center and there is no maximum. However, β is always smaller than α in any case. This gradual fall of α, β along the star is a robust phenomena.
Starting from the center of the star, both α and β gradually increases and reaches a maximum at around 0.5 times of the star's radius. Both of them gradually decrease as we get towards the surface of the star. The frame dragging β is initially of the same magnitude of the α but falls of more rapidly than α which is mostly because of the presence of the rotationally induced magnetic field in the source terms for the α differential equation (48) and (49), but is absent in the source term for β differential equation (52) and (53).
This rotationally induced magnetic field only occurs because of the rotation around the direction of the magnetic field, that is A t → O(Ω) × A φ and hence A t and A φ couples in the Einstein equation G tφ = T tφ . However because of the absence of A θ potential, the A t terms doesn't appear in the equation G tθ = T tθ . This effects the α frame dragging and acts as a driving force for its evolution, and thus it hits the surface with a higher value than the β frame dragging where this extra driving force is not present. If the magnetic field is lower than 10 15 Gauss, then this separation is not apparent.
As we increase the magnetic field, the two frame dragging separates more, and β starts falling faster than α. This can be seen in figures 5 and 6. Also from these figures, we see that the plot for the β frame dragging becomes flattered and flatter as we increase the magnetic field. This generally happens because as the magnetic field gets stronger; the distortion increases. Thus the pressure and density will evolve differently towards the equator and towards the pole due to the presence of higher order terms for pressure and density.
It is also seen that the plots for the two equation of state, NL3 and PLZ are different. Now the NL3 equation of state supports stars with a radius around 13 − 14 Kms, but PLZ only supports radius of the range 10 − 11 Kms. This is because NL3 is steeper than PLZ which means that for the same energy density values, NL3 will produce higher pressure than PLZ. Stars having PLZ EoS, the pressure and density will fall faster than the NL3 and hence in the equation of state for the frame dragging velocities, the driving force gets weaker and thus lets the α and β velocities fall faster than the NL3 EoS governed stars.
IV. GEODESIC OF PARTICLE NEAR THE STAR
It will be interesting to see how a test particle will behave around such a obliquely rotating magnetar. The motion will be governed by the geodesics constructed around such stars. In general relativity, the geodesic equation will be
We need time evolution equation that is with respect to the parameter t however these equations are with derivatives with respect to τ . Changing of parameter in the equation and bring it to our desired form,
Using chain rule
The dt dτ can be calculated from the metric,
Substituting this in the geodesic equation (55) we calculate the equation of motion for r(t), θ(t) and φ(t), which will give us the three dimensional motion of a test particle around our star. We also calculate this order wise.
A. Geodesic Equation up to order O( Ω)
So we can calculate the three geodesic equation upto order O( Ω )
• r-Geodesic up to order O( Ω )
• θ-Geodesic upto order O( Ω )
• φ-Geodesic upto order O( Ω )
The first terms in these three equations we know are for the geodesic of a particle around a spherically symmetric star. The rest of the terms comes due to the rotation of the star till order O( Ω ). However, in this order, we do not have a contribution from the magnetic field of the star. For that, we have to calculate the geodesics till the next order in the magnetic field. • r-Geodesic of order O( Ω 
In this order, the geodesics have contribution from the magnetic field and will thus act as the driving force for the differential equation of r(t), θ(t), φ(t). These geodesic equations has been numerically solved and results have been plotted, figure 7 and figure 8 We have plotted the geodesic equation on the surface of the star, taking the radius to be constant and varying θ and φ as a function of time. A test mass starting from θ = 0 and φ = 0 has been plotted from t = 0 to t = t 0 , that is some nonzero positive time. All the other functions have been taken at r = R. The initial velocities, θ (t) and φ (t) has been taken to be zero. Thus the movement of the particle is purely because of the rotational effects. As the misalignment angle χ changes, the geodesic also changes. This is because as χ → 0 o to 90 o , the frame dragging frequency β increases, and thus the coordinate θ(t) increases for the same time t 0 and thus pushes the geodesic downwards.
As we increase our magnetic field, the driving force for θ increases and thus it reaches a higher value thus pushing the geodesic downwards. Equating 61 and 62 and taking χ = 90 o , the only rotational terms left is the β frame dragging, that is only present in the θ geodesic. Thus we see that a particle on a star with 90 o misalignment will fall directly along the θ direction, however, at an angle 0 o , we have no effects of β frame dragging, but the α frame dragging is present in both θ(t) and φ(t) geodesic equations, and thus even in 0 o misalignment, we have a component of particle motion along the θ direction.
We also observe that the NL3 and PLZ EoS gives different geodesic paths for the same magnetic field strengths. This is because of the reason we discussed in α and β frame dragging section. As NL3 is steeper than PLZ, the density and pressure falls faster and has lower values in the surface. Thus θ changes less and hence for the same time t 0 , the geodesics are pushed upwards as compared to NL3. Increase in the magnetic field for PLZ EoS stars gives the same relative effect as was for NL3 EoS and hence we see that our general pattern for the geodesics around such oblique rotator is a robust phenomena. 
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this work, we have studied an oblique rotating magnetar. We have solved our problem in a GR framework using a perturbative approach. We have assumed that rotation of the magnetar is not very fast and therefore not much distortion of the star along the rotating axis. However, the magnetic field (which is assumed to be poloidal) is strong, and the star is distorted (becomes oblate spheroid) along the magnetic axis. Keeping the magnetic axis as the central axis, we have decomposed the rotation and the frame dragging arising due to it into two component. One component of the frame dragging is along the φ direction (α frame dragging present in previous papers [23] ) and another in the θ direction (β). Including these terms in the Einstein equation along with our assumptions, we have obtained our equation of motion for different degree of approximation. We have then solved the equations and obtained the geodesic of particles near such an obliquely rotating star. The geodesic of the particle has now contribution from both α and β frame dragging.
The two different frame dragging differs because of the nonsymmetrci density distribution of the star (as the star is oblate spheroid and tilted). We find that they fall off as we go from the center to the surface of the star. However, the rate of fall is different for α and β. It is also seen that due to the resultant effect of these two contributions a particle near the star follows different geodesic. The resultant geodesic of the particle depends both on the magnetic field strength and also on the angle of tilt of the star (χ). For (χ = 0). there is no contribution from β frame dragging.
Our analysis clearly shows that if we want to model a real scenario representing a pulsed magnetar, then we should employ the model of the oblique rotator. Both the GR effect and the frame-dragging effect in the direction of θ has to be taken into account. If we are modeling a magnetar, then the particles near its surface behave very differently from that of an ordinary pulsar. We should mention that we have done this calculation with the restriction of the rotational distortions being small and have curtailed our perturbatively expanded term up to second order in a magnetic field and 1st order in rotation. Also the magnetic profile we have chosen it to be of poloidal. Our future advancement in this regard would be studying an obliquely rotating star with a toroidal magnetic field and also having finite rotational perturbation. We would too like to explore the observational signature of such an effect and even the impact of such oblique rotator on GW emission.
